Wildcats Rank

England honors only with the high-tory over Vermont Saturday was an of the small college division, having opening game the New Hampshire against Tufts, Springfield and Conn. Green taking a "breather" from the University dining hall, an alumna Alexander, and Mrs. Thomas Laton. Wednesday from four to six, for the ford, S. Stokes, J. Terry, D. Wark, F. try to tally against, lacking, however, remarkable defensive machine and is Allegheny and Western Maryland lead the quished major elevens, while Alle­Ray's hopes of remaining leader were the offensive brilliance of a popular Mrs. Potts chaperoned. Autumn leaves October 17. Mrs. D. Heywood and The central division finds Army, A tea was given by the sorority on Soda Fountain Light Lunches Hot Chocolates are in style again FRATERNITY TEAMS

CHI'S hopes of remaining leader were respectively, thus making a perfect first place. Sixth and seventh places bonnie, Low, and Raduazo all tied for first five places would be awarded to the varsity and freshman cross tests.

Malcolm B. Sargent, University of New Hampshire. Last year a record of 10,000 "Dads" were brought to the campus to prepare to give this year a much bigger one.

By: Florence Baker, '32

The music for the affair will be furnished by the Fine Arts Opera Company. The program will be announced later.

From the tells, the "Dads" can choose their group parade of the R. O. T. C. on Memorial through the activities of the Y. M. C. A. successful drive. Faye Campbell, Y. M. C. A. secretary at Yale, will speak at a banquet to the Associations' Can­

E tastes will be brought to the campus to under the leadership of many mem­bers where they will have an opportunity to learn of the work of the University. The celebration will culminate in a grand parade of the students throughout the world. Dur­ing the year many outstanding speak­ing events will be brought to the campus and the faculty members have been invited to attend these functions.

The "Dads" are asked to please be present by November 15 if possible. The program for the day will include words of welcome from the President, inspection tours of the campus, a general meeting of the University, the reading of the names of the "Dads" and the opening of the annual drive for funds.

The "Dads" can choose their group and the "Dad" in attendance will have a member of the faculty who will be assigned to him for the day to explain the work. This is accomplished through confer­ence and best without caste or other differ­ences will be brought to the campus to give this year a much bigger one.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL

Were this the football schedule for '3011, it would be...
**NOW OPEN**

Broadway Indoor Golf Gardens

Up to date course architecturally designed.

We solicit the patronage of the University of New Hampshire.

GEORGE R. CURTIS, Prop.

JESSE B. MCKENNEY, Mgr.

Corner Broadway and Central Ave.,

Dover, N. H.

---

**SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT**

A. B. A. Travelers' Checks for Sale

**CARDOSIS**
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---
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---
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Wildcats Blank Vermont Team

(Continued from Page 3)

One of the greatest Cornell teams ever to cross its lines and should have a great deal to say for itself. Dartmouth's championship aspirations when they clash next month. Dartmouth's championship aspirations when they clash next month. On Tufts and may all our touchdowns be big ones.

For you to get your boy. On to Tufts and may all our touchdowns be big ones. On to Tufts and may all our touchdowns be big ones.

The College Shop
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